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Apples + Oranjes
The Smashing Pumpkins

Words and Music by Billy Corgan
Tune Down 1/2 step: Eb Ab Db Gb Bb Eb

|F#m |A |E |G#m |B |

F#m         A              E
what if the sun refused to shine?
            G#m               B
what if the clouds refused to rain?
F#m         A               E
what if the wind refused to blow?
            G#m             B
what if the seas refused to wave?
F#m         A                E
what if the world refused to turn?
            G#m         B
what if the stars would hesitate?

                      A
what if what is isn t true?
     G#m              B
what are you going to do?
                      A
what if what is isn t you?
          G#m                E
does that mean you ve got to lose?
                G#m               B
digging for the feel of something new

F#m         A               E
what if the silence let you dream?
            G#m               B
what if the air could let you breathe?
F#m         A                     E
what if the words would bring you here?
             G#m                   B
what if this sound could bring you peace?

                      A
what if what is isn t true?
     G#m              E
what are you going to do?
                G#m               B
digging for the feel of something new
                      A
what if what is isn t you?
     G#m              B   A  G#m  B



what are you going to do?

                  A             G#m        B
it came from your thoughts your dreams and visions
                    A         G#m  B
ripped up from your weeks and indecisions

F#m         A              E
what if the sun refused to shine?
            G#m               B
what if the clouds refused to rain?
F#m         A                E
what if the world refused to turn?
            G#m          B
what if the clocks would hesitate?

                      A
what if what is isn t true?
     G#m              B
what are you going to do?
                      A
what if what is isn t you?
          G#m                E
does that mean you ve got to lose?
                G#m               B    A
digging for the feel of something new

          G#m                B
does that mean you ve got to choose?
                      A
the feel of something new
          G#m                B
does that mean you ve got to lose?
                        A
the thoughts you cannot lose
     G#m           B
what are you gonna do?


